Operation Manual for Control Panel XMT-308
Warm & Cozy Blanket Warmer

1. Pls refer to “User’s Manual” first. All of Warm & Cozy blanket warmer
include “User’s Manual” at the carton box.

2. The temperature control
1) The factory set the temperature at 130 F (Fahrenheit) +- 10%
After turn-on the power, pls wait about 30 minutes for it to fully heat up.
The temperature will be moved from 115 F to 145 F.
2) For re-set the temperature
a) PRESS & HOLD the UP or DOWN arrow button for about 2-3 seconds.
Then select the desired temperature setting by pushing the up or down arrow
button to increase or to decrease the temperature.
b) Once a desired temperature has been selected, push SET button to save the
temperature.

3. Re-Set the initial value (to make the factory re-set value)
1) Pls refer to attached XMT-308 Temperature Control Instruction Manual
(at the 2nd page, pls refer to “First Menu” for ex-factory value.)

2) PRESS the SET button for 2-3 seconds.
Window display INDEX SYMBOL (ex, AL, SC, P, I, d, t, hy, At, Loc)
and INDEX VALUE (ex, 200, 0, 15.0, 240, 30, 10, 1.0, OFF, 0).

3) Re-Set the initial value
a) Press the SET button for 2-3 seconds.
b) INDEX symbol “AL” will be display (High Limit Alarm)
 By using UP or Down button to make INDEX value with “200” and Press “SET”
button one more time to save.
 Automatically the display will be next Index Symbol of “SC”.
c)

INDEX symbol “SC”

 INDEX value “0”

d) INDEX symbol “P”

 INDEX value “15.0”

e) INDEX symbol “I”

 INDEX value “240”

f)

INDEX symbol “d”  INDEX Value “30”

g) INDEX symbol “t”

 INDEX value “10”

h) INDEX symbol “HY”  INDEX value “1.0”
i)

INDEX symbol “At”

 INDEX value “OFF”

j)

INDEX Symbol “Loc”  INDEX value “0”

k) After 2-3 seconds, the current temperature will be displayed.

If you have any question, pls contact Point A Tech at any time.
-
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Tel : 909-869-8949
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